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Background (1)
• In May, 2014 the Italian Chamber of Deputies organised an 

hackathon aimed to engage Democracy Hackers to create useful 
application by using open data related to the Italian Legislative 
Process;


• The hackathon lasted for two days, was hosted in the Chamber of 
Deputies, and it was the first hackathon organised inside of an 
institution of the Italian Parliament.


• The whole dataset of the Italian Chamber of Deputies was supplied to 
participants;


• Participants were also enabled to merge data produced by the Italian 
Chamber of Deputies with the ones produced by the Italian Senate.



Background (2)

• Monica Palmirani and Luca Cervone created and leaded a 
group of hackers called “Palmas”;


• The group have designed and have developed a set of 
graphic visualisation to make the Italian Legislative 
Process more understandable; 


• The project was awarded as one of the best project of the 
hackaton and the group was allowed (and engaged) to 
work on an eventual evolution of the project.



The Italian Legislative 
Process

• The legislative process in Italy is very difficult to 
understand and follow by Citizens that do not have 
specific legislative skills; 


• this is because of the bicameralism, the large number of 
members of parliament, and rules and procedures that 
include several committee;


• in the simplest scenario a bill is proposed by a group of 
Deputies (or a group of Senators), and it passes through 
the chamber of Deputies to the Senate and vice-versa 
until it is approved by both the chambers.



The Italian Legislative 
Process (2)

• What can happen? 


• bills can be approved;


• bills can be unapproved;


• bills can stall for an undetermined period of time in one of the 
chamber;


• bills can stall fon an undetermined period of time in one of the 
commissions;


• bills can be rejected by commissions. If this is the case, bills must be 
reiterated in the Chambers in order to fix issues commissions found. 



The Italian Legislative Process on a Web Page



The Italian Legislative Process Other 
Info (useful for Democracy)

Who Proposed 
the Bill ? ASSORBE? 

What does it  
mean? 



The Italian Legislative Process Not “Easy Peasy 
Lemon Squeeze” Findable Info (useful for Democracy)

What are the topics 
of the bill?

Is the bill currently 
under analysis by  

one or more  
commissions?

How many times 
the bill was passed 

between chambers?

… and more …



Advantages of data 
visualisation

• Data visualisation techniques applied to Parliamentary 
Open Data can be suitable for:


A. Accessibility to the original sources and document 
for a personal evaluation of the correctness of the 
declarations; 


B. Mapping of the concepts between what is used in 
Chamber of Deputies and Senate; 


C. Make evident the algorithm of extraction and so to 
not manipulate the citizen. 



The Italian Legislative Process (Animated)



How proposed bills and the status of bills



Explaining the “ASSORBIMENTO” with a graph



Limits of data visualisation

• Data visualisation is useful to make Citizens aware of 
what is going on in Parliament and what is the status of 
specific bills


• How to make Citizens more engaged in the parliamentary 
activity by starting by data visualisation? 


• A mere interactive application too could not work due to 
the lack of Citizens’ expertise or engagement



Gamification
• The use of game design elements in non-game context (Deterding et al. 

"From game design elements to gamefulness: defining gamification, 
2011)

Werbach, Kevin, and Dan Hunter. For the 
win: How game thinking can revolutionize 

your business. Wharton Digital Press, 2012.

• The classical game design identifies in games three 
principal elements: mechanics, dynamics, aesthetics. 

• Hunicke, Robin, Marc LeBlanc, and Robert Zubek. 
"MDA: A formal approach to game design and game 
research." Proceedings of the AAAI Workshop on 
Challenges in Game AI. 2004.



Gamification, intrinsic and 
extrinsic motivations

• According to the Self Determination Theory, people are engaged to perform 
actions when they are moved by extrinsic or intrinsic motivations. 


• Extrinsic motivations are, for instance, rewards that they can obtain by acting in a 
specific way; 


• Intrinsic motivations are innate motivations that moves our every-day actions, and 
they are three: 


• autonomy: the need to be free to choose what we like to have or to do


• mastering: the need to be extremely competent in something that we like


• relatedness: the need to relate ourself to others or to compare our actions to 
ones performed by others


• Gamification can feed both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations.



Dynamics, Mechanics and Components in Gamification

• The dynamics are the more abstract level in a gamified system. 
We must always take into account them but we must never 
insert them directly in the gamified system. 

• In gamifications, the dynamics are what our system must 
activate in the users: 

• Constrains (limitations o forced behavior)  

• Progression (a system for the growth of the players)  

• Social connections (social interactions aimed to altruism 
or to a sense of belonging) 

• and so on … 

• Mechanics are the processes of the gamified system that keep the users 
active on the system or drive the users to specific behaviors. 

• Each mechanic activates one or more dynamic: 

• Challenges (activate the progression and the social iteraction) 

• Cooperation (activates the social interaction) 

• Rewards (activate the curiosity and the progression) 

• Acquisition of resources (activates the progression)  

• and so on … 

• The components are the artifacts that can be used in order to create the 
mechanics and to activate the dynamics. 

• Like the mechanics in the classical game design, the components in gamification 
are the very basic elements that are used to implement the gamified system.  

• Avatars 

• Badges 

• Leaderboards 

• Points 

• Levels 

• and so on …

Unlike games, with the gamification we want to activate just few aesthetics: Improve the 
user experience, Engage the users, and few more. 



Using gamification to feed intrinsic and 
extrinsic motivation of Citizens in order to make 
them more engaged in the Legislative Process

• In order to engage Citizens to participate in Legislative Process 
we can design rewards to feed innate motivations of Citizens 
involved in Democracy. More specifically we must move the 
following intrinsic motivations: 


1. allow Citizens the possibility to follow only the bills related 
to topics that they master (autonomy);


2. allow Citizens to be more competent on the status of the 
Legislation related to their area of expertise (mastering)


3. allow Citizens to interact with other Citizens in order to 
promote the bills that they feel to be important according to 
their values.



Research Questions

A. engage citizens in creating an avatar, so that they can 
share their expertise in specific areas and they can use 
and improve their expertise by being informed of 
legislation related to their areas of interest; 


B. make citizens aware of stalling bills regarding their areas 
of expertise; 


C. engage citizens to push stalling bills by sharing them on 
social platforms and by engaging other citizens in 
discussions about the stalling bills.  

Is it possible to define guidelines to create gamifyied applications in 
eDemocracy or eDeliberation area? More specifically, is it possible 
to define guidelines to create gamified applications suitable for the 
following needs?



The gamifyied application
• To reply to the research questions we hypothesised a gamified 

experience divided into three steps:


1. By using a gamified version of the word cloud chart, users 
must create their profile and must select their areas of 
interest according to approved acts’ topics and stalling 
bills’ topics;


2. By using a gamified version of the bubbles’ chart, users 
must identify the stalling bills related to their areas of 
interest;


3. By using a gamified version of the legislative process 
visualiser, users must identify in which Camera or 
Commission bills are stalling and they must perform actions 
that are useful to push bills to the next legislative step. 



eDemocracy/
ePar+cipa+on	needs

Suitable	gamified	
components

Give	users	informa+on Setup	a	dedicated	
eDemocracy	context

Progress	bar

Give	users	exper+se Find	domain	expert	users	
and	understand	users’	
knowledge

Progress	bar,	badges

Check	users’	exper+se Check	users’	knowledge	
and	improve	it

Progress	bar,	badges,	XP

Engage Citizens in Creating an Avatar

The matching between needs of eDemocracy and eParticipation tools and gamified 
components in the avatar or character creation tasks.



eDemocracy/
ePar+cipa+on	needs

Suitable	gamified	
components

Give	users	knowledge	
about	legisla+ve	process

Improve	ciAzens’	
knowledge	and	civic	
engagement	in	legislaAve	
process

Challenges,	RP,	levels	and	
leader-boards

Give	users	knowledge	
about	legisla+ve	
documents

• Improve citizens’ knowledge about 
bills’ structure and bills’ content.  

• Improve social relation between 
institutions and citizens. 

• Improve connections between 
citizens and bills in which they 
are interested.

Challenges,	levels,	leader-
boards,	collecAons

Gamification Guidelines to engage Citizens in 
pushing bills related to their area of expertise

The matching between the needs of eDemocracy and eParticipation tools and gamified 
components for acquiring knowledge on the legislative process and selecting legal bills 
related to citizens’ expertise. 



Gamification Guidelines for Promoting Bills

eDemocracy/
ePar+cipa+on	needs

Suitable	gamified	
components

Enable	ci+zens	to	
promote	discussions	on	
bills	or	to	push	them	to	
next	legisla+ve	steps

• Improve citizens’ 
knowledge about 
bills’ status.  

• Improve citizens-to-
institutions and 
citizens-to-citizens 
communication 
during the whole 
legislative process.

Quests

The matching between the needs of eDemocracy and eParticipation tools and gamified 
components for promoting discussion on bills or for pushing them to next legislative 
steps. 



Conclusions and future works

• We found gamification guidelines that can be applied to eDemocracy and eParticipation 
concepts and tools to increase citizens’ civic knowledge and engagement.


• Future work involves an actual implementation of the gamified application that we have 
designed. We argue that, by implementing the gamified environment and by testing it 
with users, we will have enough data to address several research questions that are still 
open in the fields of studies touched by this work. More specifically:


1. understand if the gamification guidelines that we have proposed are actually 
useful to implement gamified eDemocracy and eParticipation tools.


2. for what concerns gamification to improve civic engagement, we can study the 
data derived by the testing of the gamified application and compare them with 
the data on the usage of the non-gamified version of the app. 


3. problems that can arise by combining gamification and online democracy, like 
addiction, political manipulation, political selection and any issue related to digital 
divide. 



Thank you!
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